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The statutory interpretation approach to traditional judiciary involves certain changes 

over time. Neil Duxbury provides useful advice in his book The Elements of Legislation that 

reveals how the legal definition of traditional judiciary differs from views on the constitutional 

role of judges and legislators. This reflects a change in the legal understanding of the political 

principles of the British Constitution. The statutory interpretation has been incorporated into the 

Constitution, which has been amended over the last 40 years. Although Rule J may (at the time) 

comment on an important 1998 decision that "the judiciary generally does not speak the language 

of constitutional rights". This idea is used as statutory interpretation in the judiciary1.   

In ancient times, statues were considered part of the approach to the judiciary. They were 

compared to the decisions of the Supreme Court and should be integrated into the entire judicial 

system. They were used as legal norms and as a basis for parallel thinking. According to Chris 

Thornhill, during the British Revolution, the monarchy became the instrument of imperialism.  

 
1 Bruhl, A.A.P. and Leib, E.J., 2012. Elected Judges and Statutory Interpretation. The University of Chicago Law Review, pp.1215-1283.   



 

 

All this means that the mandate of the parliament has been strengthened, which allows the court 

to govern the will of the parliament, as the term used in the legislation as a potential force2.    

This positivist approach to legal translation intensified in the 19th century. Three factors 

are particularly important. First, the growing emphasis on the concept of supremacy and 

parliament sovereignty finally formed Diceys' latest theoretical theory. Secondly, the power of 

democratic thinking continues to grow, linked to the franchise expansion. Thirdly, the judiciary 

has lost credibility in terms of access to Parliament's basic knowledge and information on social 

issues. As the parliament became more active after 1832 and used social research, the judges felt 

that their knowledge was not as good as that of the parliament, so they were not ready to work 

out national laws in politics, making justice seem to be governed by law. The positivity of the 

traditional judicial approach to statutory interpretation uses parliament to go beyond political 

power and to believe in humanity as the cradle of that power3.   

The development of administrative powers in the late 19th and early 20th centuries 

reflects and reinforces this positive development of statutory interpretation. Congresses and 

social institutions know this better than the courts. Decisions to address these issues involve 

major resource allocation issues that fall within the competence of Parliament rather than the 

Court4. These associations are professional associations appointed by the legislature responsible 

for the law, and the courts are not prepared to interfere in their decisions. In addition, it should be 

borne in mind that in the case of Dicey, the court was defined as the source of the legal criteria 

for officials to be included in the law, given what is to be used in public interpretation. Dicey 

himself mentioned the remedies available to local courts because they have the power to interpret 

laws that restrict "the replacement of the dictatorship of parliamentary power for Crown 

prerogative." For instance, there has always been a potential assumption found that opposition to 

interpreting statues will have an effect. However, it was not highlighted in legislation5.   

 
2 Gluck, A.R. and Posner, R.A., 2017. Statutory Interpretation on the Bench: A Survey of Forty-Two Judges on the Federal Courts of Appeals.  

Harv. L. Rev., 131, p.1298.   

3 Staszewski, G., 2015. The Dumbing Down of Statutory Interpretation. BUL Rev., 95, p.209.   

4 Gluck, A.R., 2017. Congress, Statutory Interpretation, and the Failure of Formalism: The CBO Canon and Other Ways That Courts Can 

Improve on What They Are Already Trying to Do. The University of Chicago Law Review, pp.177-212.   

5 Bressman, L.S. and Gluck, A.R., 2014. Statutory Interpretation from the inside-an empirical study of congressional drafting, delegation, and the 

canons: Part II. Stan. L. Rev., 66, p.725.   



 

 

Statutes are legal directives embedded in well-developed legal ideals’ expectations and 

frameworks. The interpretative context in which legislation is understood is formed by the 

present law, styles of thinking, and recognized systems of localised value. Lawyers and judges 

try to weave a statute text into the fabric of the law as soon as they get it6. The statute may 

constitute a drastic departure from previous law, in which the present case law nevertheless 

offers the setting to determine in what way the extreme change was intended by Parliament. 

While, the intrinsic current legislation values, that lawyers and judges recognize, are seen to be 

so powerful that they exert a potential attraction, dragging the significance in the direction. The 

reception of different studies shows that legislation can have a significant impact on the authority 

and meaning inside a system of traditional laws. The approach used by traditional courts in the 

interpretation of the Land Registration Acts that control the arrangement for registering land 

titles, particularly in the case of registration of illegally acquired titles, gives a useful example 

within the current system. The Acts interpretation for the protection of the victim of the innocent 

landowner in this sort of case contradicts the apparent legislative aim that the register of the land 

be an absolute good title source for purchasers as third-party7.   

The justifications for using interpretative assistance outside the legislation got stronger as 

legislative interpretation shifted in accommodating intent favour and background demonstrations 

over text. Reference to governmental studies and law commission that offer purpose advice is 

now accepted by the courts, as a reference made in Parliament to remark by bill proponents, 

subject to certain restrictions. As a result, the courts have broad authority to change the 

interpretation of legislation to reflect and incorporate values that the judges hold dear, as well as 

those that they believe Parliament held dear, without having to state so explicitly7. This allows 

for a far more open and unclear texture in statutory interpretation debates than a pure 

concentration would allow. With a broad source range, now required and allowed– implicit 

constitutional principles and considerations; inferences as to the legislative purpose; Parliaments’ 

statements and background reports– it is more difficult to know what legislation actually means 

before litigation and a court ruling8.   

 
6 Cross, F.B., 2020. The theory and practice of statutory interpretation. Stanford University Press.  
7 Stack, K.M., 2012. Interpreting regulations. Mich. L. Rev., 111, p.355.   

7 Lemos, M.H., 2013. The Politics of Statutory Interpretation.   

8 Shobe, J., 2014. Intertemporal statutory interpretation and the evolution of legislative drafting. Colum. L. Rev., 114, p.807.   



 

 

The more leeway allowed to courts to identify and construct the many factors to be 

considered, as well as to make an evaluative judgement in weighting them, the more their 

reasoning resembles their method to define and develop the judicial approach. Similarly, the 

more the interpretative aids influence the statutory meaning and drive values from outside the 

legislation text, the more significant the partnership between lawyers and judges in common 

culture participation promoting stability and predictability of the implication to be statute derived 

though also allowing for criticism and evaluation by the legal profession and legal academia, and 

thus a practice disciplined judgement in the process. This demonstrates a convergence degree 

with judicial reasoning, objectivity, and disciplinary styles of reasoning9.   

In order for the courts' approach to legislative interpretation to be legitimated, they 

articulate criteria of objective through which they rationalize the application and identification of 

principles and constitutional rights. To avoid being accused of illegitimately that impose their 

own views of idiosyncratic on the statutory interpretation, the courts have strategies and a stated 

and acceptable legislation system in place. If they fail to do so, the trust of the public in their 

neutrality as enforcers of law would erode, which undermines the law rules of ideals in the long 

run10.   

In one case, Hengham J resolved a marriage issue by ruling: "We decided in Parliament 

that the wife should not be welcomed if she is not listed in the writ." "Do not gloss the 

legislation, for we know better than you, we made it," he is claimed to have told attorneys. There 

were also times when judges determined that consulting their lawmaker colleagues was 

necessary to determine the interpretation of a statute11. Thus, in Bigot v Ferrers, Brabazon CJ had 

occasion to analyse the meaning of Scire Facias in the Statute of Westminster II, § 45, and 

simply stated: "We shall consult with our friends who were there at the statute's creation." In 

Belyng v Anon, another notable case may be discovered. The legislation De Donis states that 

lands granted on "condition," that is, to the disinheritance of the donee's issue, cannot be 

alienated by the donee. The term "issue" was limited to the first generation, according to the 

 
9 Shobe, J., 2014. Intertemporal statutory interpretation and the evolution of legislative drafting. Colum. L. Rev., 114, p.807.   

10 Gluck, A.R. and Bressman, L.S., 2013. Statutory Interpretation from the Inside-An Empirical Study of Congressional Drafting, Delegation, and 

the Canons: Part I. Stan. L. Rev., 65, p.901.   

11 Leib, E.J., 2013. Localist Statutory Interpretation. University of Pennsylvania Law Review, 161(4), pp.897-937.   



 

 

legislation. "He who made the legislation meant to bind the issue in fee tail as well as the feoffes 

until the tail had reached the fourth degree, and it was only through ignorance that he neglected 

to incorporate specific words to that effect in the statute; hence we shall not abate by this writ," 

Bereford CJ declared. So, at this early point, what we would call a purposive approach to 

interpretation was used, and it was an extravagant one at that. The judges possessed inside 

information (or could obtain it from their colleagues) and saw no reason not to utilise it12.   

Conclusion:   

The statutory interpretation approach entails collaborating between the legislature and the 

courts, with the role of courts' being important than the judiciary. However, people have not broken 

away from the principles of democracy and judiciary; rather, the ideology democratic has risen in 

strength. This constitution retains the democratic ideal, which the courts must recognize. As a 

result, it is urged that courts should constantly keep this in mind when applying constitutional 

rights and principles to legislative interpretation.   
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